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ABSTRACT  
The power production from Photovoltaic Cell or Wind Turbine is drastically increasing. This paper focus on 

a continuous power delivered to the load by the battery which is constantly by a hybrid renewable source. Here we 

use LDR & Active motor to move the Photovoltaic panel and azimuth angle of the wind system, so in all the time 

the renewable sources are in exact alignment with respect to the physical quantity to track maximum power point 

from the source. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

Development of batteries and its storage capacity have completely increased in huge count for utilization for 

multiple applications such as frequency regulation, grid stabilization, synchronization, reduction in  transmission 

loss, reducing in congestion, increasing in reliability, smoothing of wind and solar energy, reverse spinning, peak-

shaving, Leveling of load, uninterruptible power sources, grid services, electric vehicle (EV) charging stations, and 

others. 

The output of the sensor is given to microcontroller which communicates a wireless communication network 

which exchanges the data’s between Computer and Microcontroller. If the intensity to the solar panel is high, the 

panel can be shifted automatically upwards using a mechanical system. If the intensity from the sun is less incident 

on the panel we will switch to other source from wind, thus the energy generated by the windmill is used to drive the 

device. The whole system is placed in the ocean.  

Existing system: In our current scenario power generation from wind and photovoltaic cell are extensively used in 

all fields. These systems are individually used to get good efficiency output. The controller is designed to get an 

optimized output. Some of the application is used in DISTOR Project which is based on parallel research on three 

different stage concepts. These concepts are being utilized in all solar thermal power plants for better optimal energy 

generation. The main drawback of this system is input fluctuation because of that the current in the system is not 

constant, and hence it is not suitable for high loads. 

Disadvantages:  

 More Fluctuations. 

 Not suitable for high loads 

 Voltage to load mismatch 

 High cost. 

Proposed system: These days, the issue of how power fluctuations in PV and wind power generation are to be 

smoothed has attracted widespread interest and attention. And even as this issue is being resolved, another one, that 

of the application of an energy storage system such as BESS, has arisen. When using BESS to control PV and wind 

power fluctuations, there is a trade-off between battery effort and the degree of smoothness. That is, if one is willing 

to accept a less smooth output, the battery can be spared some effort. 

Advantages:  

 Hybrid output power 

 Source of renewable energy 

 Clean, affordable. 

 Domestic, and effectively infinite 

 
Fig.1. Block Diagram Uninterrupted Battery Charging 
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Transmitter Explanation: Solar Panel receives the light from the sun and converts it to electrical energy and fed 

into the Analog to Digital Convertor to digitalize signal and interfaced with Microcontroller. A light detection resistor 

(LDR), which changes its resistance value with respect to intensity of light used to detect the presence of sunlight, is 

fixed to ADC and to MC (Microcontroller). A voltage sensor used to sense the voltage from the solar panel for 

maintain a nominal range is also fixed to ADC and then to MC. A current sensor used to sense the current level from 

the solar panel is fixed to the ADC and then to MC. A temperature is used to sense the thermal range of the panel 

and fixed to ADC and then to MC. Finally the output from the ADC is given to MC which triggers the relay and 

charges the battery. The battery is also charged with a secondary input from wind energy, it serves as the backup to 

charge the battery when the solar panel output is zero (i.e) when there is no sunlight. A wireless sensor network is 

also fixed to MC to transmit the parameters like voltage, current & temperature and the source of charging to the 

remote users who can monitor it remotely. Normally a Zigbee or GSM/GPS module used in WSN (Wireless sensor 

network) for remote communication. 

 
Fig.2. Block Diagram of Signal Reception in Computer 

Receiver explanation: In this receiver module, WSN module is used usually Zigbee or GSM/GPS receiver is fixed 

to receive the signal from the transmitter WSN and then interfaced to PC using UART port. So, the user can easily 

monitor the Battery storage station (BSS) remotely, through computer.  

2. METHODS AND MATERIALS 

We have used embedded architecture for integrated hardware and software module. The Hardware we have 

selected is PIC microcontroller and programmed using “Embedded C” and this triggers many sensors and voltage 

regulator circuit which in-turn make the attached battery to gain all-time power mode for continuous charging. We 

have also used hybrid concept of fixing wind as an source for battery charging which also converts the upwind into 

useful energy which also provides as a supplement for battery charging. These both solar and wind will make the 

power delivery to the battery which in-turn connects the load. 

3. RESULTS 

From this hybrization of solar and wind sources onto a stand-alone module will help to be fixed on a field 

where ever it is required. Moreover the power delivery from sources, power delivery to load, input/output voltage 

and current is continuously monitored using a wireless sensor networks which will send the physical quantity data 

into digital signal with proper modulation to the remote user end, where the user can monitor all the parameters 

which will have a better control on the system. 

4. CONCLUSION 

This proposed system will make the battery to get charged all the time by logical maximum power tracking 

method, which boost the battery back-up time with respect to the load. This eventually enables a continuous battery 

charging concept which will help us in high load distribution. 
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